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Chapter 1

Introduction

l I/This uwirc•um~zal Vuide identifes and presents in&imasmxa an oceanic p.-

rawteru which affect ASW systemi. muifmai. m 4w~ be coa lstp as
pt=dW- im pu'tngpupeossjok bo"Lb

cning cambanbrmrn to =a, ta-i- aa the deaieU &dA taemeeasy - oustic-

paimumance pedic"Minsa a speeik 4iýaýis ,afra inz is p Wsne

W a summary imao souch that their aresl distributio and temnporal variability
can be reacily acorned and extracted by no.pecialist planzwn. The present
guide limits itaelf to th. omtinetal shef ame•a ff the east coast of Ca•Aa firom

the CANLANT wtern boundary (WW) to the Strait of Belle including

the Gulfoa St. Lawrenc.

T bi groups of id=wza(i are presented. The fi-st group consists of

4 ~~~~generleavzzoanmaa apects wuaca rovaa a Umaoboval annoceanogpapnc

pospectve d the ae o( kitert. Thrn pro•ide users who awe not aready

fhmliar with the am with a good description at the bask feature The seond
up consists a( speci ASW consideatio and inclues data d a re direct

applicalio to ASW operatins All portions o this guide ta-en togetber should

help essm plaeur to take better a•vactage a( the sped&c cwditcas •f d

in the am of inft, and to adjus tactics awcordiy./1

The informatou an these parameters has been rep ino two parts:

s Part Is coatains an asmmnt of the ta" d knowledgea ea h of the

-- -- - -- -



?aranetm cowued. It should be cwsulted whenever a question azise

regarding the mor-. or •act nature of the daa The inkamatiois

geer~ orgeinfld as WIows:

- desription of the parameter

- its anASW

- it. vaiblt (spatia andior t~mpoml)

- the resdlutio required for ASW

- existing dat set:

"• -m of dat (agenie, data sets)

"• techniques or uthodoba used to eolect the data

"• redution and accuracy of the data,

* Omsp pOMided.

0 Part M - cntains the actual avi a infxation f each 4d the

parit u.The inluat is presnt•ed faslkm":

- decptiou by regoa

- sis t anmanaie and special feature.

- da products.

2



Chapter 2

Bottom Features

2.1 Bathymetry

The geoo~aphical boundaries ci the are awe the North Share a( Qu~bec to

the north azid the St. Lumszrec Estuary to 7W W longtude, the Gaspi Penin-

sula, New Brunswick, Noam Scotia and 66W (CANLANT limits) to the west

(Fligure 2.1). The o&hore limit to thy, south and to the mem is determined by the

200 = imobath. The am~ Encludes as the mo-teasterly point the Flemish Cap

(-.. 47'O0W). Several islands awe found within this arm Newfoundland, Pfr-ce

Edward Wsand, Anticorti Wsand, the Mardalen Archipelago, Sable Wsand, St.

Piemr and Miquelas, to name the mut important.

2.1.1 Regional Description

Gulf of St. Lawroenc

The Guff of SL. Ls-nm has an amesa( 2142 xCr km2. The St. Lawrence

Ri, an oheranlle neruofthe gulf reosshe the drainage from an aresof

apr-istely 13 x 101 Wm. The gulf maecta with the ope oamn through

the Cabot Strait (104 kzm wide) and t, a much lasver extent the Strait of Belle

Isle (16 ka wide).
The main fWaure of the bathymetry is the Laurentian Channel which cuts

the St. Lawrence Etuary fivn the mouth of the Saguenay River and extends
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acoss the gulf with depths of 250 to 400 m. From Cabot Strait, the channel
extends to the continental skielf south cof Newfoundland with the depth inceaes.
ing firow 400 to Mn m while the width remains nporroxanatoty ICA) kIr. Another

important feature is the Paquian= Chancel which brancles off from :he LAu-

rnanChannel and extends from the centre of the gulf northeastwards towards
~ the Strait of Belle Is.. Its depth ggadiualy decreases from 300 m. to 80 m at the

Strait of Belle Isle. The eastena portion of the gulf is occupied by the Magdalom
Shallows which covern one-quarter of the gulf &sea and has an average depth of

only 50 M.

Scotian Shelf

The Scotian Shell is characterized by a rather complex bathlinetry doin-
Wate by several notable fatwures. The nesnbLxe zone to a depth of 100 mn
is characterized by a rough topography. The central portion of the s-helf has

an average depth of 150 in and gradually deepens to for-m basins such as the

Emeald Basin ('- 280 i) and the Laflave Basin (240 mn) or rises to less than

100 in to form several small banks (Leeway, Mckezie Spot, Canso, etc.). The

outer shell is occupied by a series of shsflow banks with depths less than 100 mn.
gradually shoaling to the surface at Sable Wand. It is cut by several channels

such as the F~indian Channel (- 250 na) and The Gully (-150 mn). Several

submarine canyons can also be found along the! y-

Grand Banks

Thes Grand Banks area, consists of five main banks (St. Pierre, Green,
Whale, Wooalfal and Grand Bank) separated from each other and from the

7 shore by bar main channels (St. Pierre, Halibut, Haddock, and Avalont). The

Blanks awe Wa with a generally smooth surface, rising to within 100 mn of the

4urface. Grand Bank itself forms a umajor continetal-1 f plateau ext'.ndins
approximtey 500 kmi offshiore, covering an area 4i some 270,000 km2 . It has

5



an averag depth ai 60 m except ove. the Southeast Shoal, a lare plateau

where the depth decreasm to 40 m. One important consideration for safety of

navigatiou is the mmakee of so~e rock outc~ropm between Wooffal Bank and the

nirthern portion o( the Grand B~ank Virgin Rock located at 46*27N, 50*44'W

rim to a depth of only 4 m and Eastern Shoals located some 20 km east of

Virgin Rocks uiam to 14 m.

7m northwest portion of the ares is an arm of irregular bathymaetry with

localized basins and shoals. Downing Basin oontains mmerous depressions 1 to

4 km wide and 5 to 15 km long with water depths of 100 to 250 mL

Fiurther to the ocrth and to the east, the depth increasa rapidly to move

than 1000 in. To the east, Flemish Pam separate@ the Grand Banks from

Flemish Cap which ris to a depth of 140 in. Flnally, the presence of several

submnarine canyos gouged in the slope along the edge of the Banks, particularly

an the ecost side of the Tail of the Bank, is noted.

2.1.2 Bathymetric Charts

Detailed bathyxnetry is provided on the charts which hav~e been produced

by the Canadian Hydropraphic Service (CBS) of the Department of Fisheria

and Oteans:

"* Map 801-A Bay of Fundy to Gulf of St. Lawrence (Bathyme-try);

"* Map 802-A Newfoundland Shelf (Bathymetry);

"* Map NM-19 Lower St. Lawrence Estuary (Bathyaetry);

"* Map MN-21 Strait of Belle-Isle (Bathymwtry'r.

Thea. 1:1,000,000 charts provide bathyinetnic in~orznatian with a depth re-

olution of 10 in.
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2.1.3 CIS Bathymetry

A limited st of isobaths (80, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400,500, and 1000 m) have

been included in the initial GIS version. The complete set of depth contours

(10 in interval) could howev~er be included. Eac isobeath can be individually

selected, deselect4d at highlighted by sampling a differet colour. Bathymetric
in-forý,mation can thus be displayed in the mot conrvenient way to meet the user's

needs, from large area gene~ral features to detailed bathyinetry of subareas of

2.2 Sediment Types

2.2.1 Sediment Formations

King [1970] identifies five type of formations an the Scotian Shelf sand the

Western Grand Banks ares. Some physical properties of the sedimn-t consti-

tuting these fbrinatiom wre listed in T"~ 2.1. Uosing and Nota, 119721 in their

study of the geolea of the Gulf of St. Lawrence used a different sediment cta&-

sification. Their sediment classification and its equivalence in terns of sedimet

classe used by King 1 19701 ame shown in Table 2.2.

2.2.2 Sediment Properties

As mientioned in Part L, the gesacoustic: profile is generally accepted

the most Seimble and useful moans of chrceiigthe interaction of sound

with the seafioor . Given the complete geoscoustic profle (density, speed, and

atteiniaton structure of the seafloor), it is theoretically possible to accurately

predict bottom effects on acoustic propagation.

It is felt that the propaiptia-a in shalow water of bottom interacting sig-

nals will depend moost strongl an the sound speed ratio at the water-sediment

interface. The second most important consideratio is the sedi-et thikessI

kilowed by the combination of sediment attenuation and sound speed gradi-

7
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Sedimt J Me&&a& Scoial Shelf
Tyesize Equivident

Cla y to boulder ctaASe
(0,01mm to m) oia Dr eif

-Pebble, cobble, Ube an
yboaldo. Saadý

-c" 0aw 2O - 2.0 MM NWM

Sand

~~~O 0.05 -02 m sambro sand

Pebte 01.002 - 0.05 min LaHave Clay

Emerald Silt

Table- 2.2 Sediment fcumation characteristics icg the Gulf ci St. Lawrence and
the equivalent farnmtasii an the Scotian S'Je1L

ent [Spofford et eL, 19141. Finally, shear wave sound propagation can play a

sigifiantrole im some cases Thereire shiea wave qwed and attenuation wte

Estimates of sme of the theme acoustical properties of the sediments for the

Saitiazz Shelf and the Grand Bmnk ame listed in Table 2.3. These values were

obtained froen S.J. Hugbes and D.D. Ellis [DREA, inforial comintinication)

and awe booed on their low frequency propagation nmxWelizg experience, and

values foiv the esisting literature (Hamilton, 1980.I

2.2.3 Sedimment Type Charts

Data are contained in a series of charts covering the following areas:

o Gulf a( St. Lawrence (figure 2.2)

o Wester Scotian Shelf (Figur 2.3)

a Eastern Scouan Shelf (Figure 2.4)

9
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Table 2.3: Physical propertie of the Scotian Shelf and Grand Banlk sediments.
Specic gravity refr to density relative to water. (From Hughes and Ellis,
inoral corMnM~ctoU)

* W,•ger Grand Banks (FIgure 2.5)

2.2.4 GIS Sediment Type

Sudrfial geolog information from the soure docunmet listed in Part I

ha boew diitized and incorporated into the GIS.

2.3 Sediment Thickness

The inrmation available on sediment thicnemm coonsts of a series of chart

[Kng et aL, 1985] which show the present state o( k•nwledge om the thickdmen

of the dinten Laym covering the Grand Banks and the Scotian Shell These
maps have not been included in this document due to their large number and

high r utkio, and becas it was beyond our rmz eu to convert this infoc-

Mation into a chart format Moe adeTqat fr the present need. Some short
descuiptio taken from Wing's study (1985J on the main charac~teristics of the

sedimen layers are included in Subsection 2.3.1. (AL sediment thicknes charts

have however been digitised and included in the GIS.)
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2.3.1 Regional Description ofin

The dominant featue o( the aedime thikesadterdge fvi

ability hae" been, idaeti~ed, from the study by King et al. (19851. Wher the

data were too sparse to allow a0101oxv drawing, only qualitatire assssment is

gvnby the code letters A, B, and C which correspood to the Molowing cat.-

*A. Simian sedit thickness.

S . Region of highly variable sedimet thickness.

* Ca SO&liveneer to several metre thickness.

-Geomges Banik The northeastern part of Geoorges Bank is coved by

a thin and patchy (<1I in) layer a( sand over a thin gravel deposit. The sand
pace we mainly low amplitude, long wavelength sand ridge.. The eastern

portion of the beank has a similar bedforzu occurring over a thicker laye of &and

(2 to 10 in).

- Fundlan, Chiannel: The northeastern portion of the Fuindian Chaunne

developsa seawad into several submarine, canyom that an filled mostly by giacal

til covered by sand (I to 3 m thickness).

- Browa. Bank:s The sediment cover in the southvrest portion is vari-

able and ranges from km than 5 mn to greater than 30 mn in thickness. The

poor quali-ty of the data ove the remainder a( the area, does not allow a clear

, Daccaro Bank, LaHaw's Bank, Rosewey Bank: The poor quality of

the data only permits the idAtification of a salite venee (Category C).

-LAaeve Basin, Rossway Basin and Emerald Basin: LaHave Basin

is coered by 30 to 70 mn at sediments whereas Reseway Basin's sediments ame

usuall~y limited to 30-45 mn. The thickest accundsation in them. beamis mihlla

15
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the depo cream scan lm te A o wm In Emmd asin, them ms

can rea a thm ss of -, -than 100 m.

SIn Shelf The high variability of the sediummt thicknem in this area

prevets oactAag Avm thickne is m y 10 to 15 m, thinning

towards land. T7m thic vmries depending upon the variability a( the un-

dmiying bedck and raan" hm a• o on the bedrock toPopaPhic heights to

a mnaxdm of30 m in iodated pockets.

- Canon Bank Area: On the beak its] a er of sand ia &mud (< 10

m). Betwate the beak sad the inner shelf om, the sedimet cove is variable

and rather u a ble This ammpleity is due to the preence of several,

vey =mm bosins related to the Go falt ygyton [Ring et aL, 10•,].

. Misaim and Artimon Bankx Seiet thid"Mems is quite variAble

and dependmt upon the gmetry of the underlying bedrock swface which is

heavily insed. The thicknm is generally lmo than 10 to 15 m between bedrock

channels but can be u thick as 00 Im within the channels. Channelling tends

to be mm 6d sner the edp of the bomks
. Sable Island Bank Arem The thicknem in believed to averae at least

100 m on Sable Island Bank. It often exceeds 150 m and tends to thin towards

the Western Bsak. The vrability could be much higher than indicated, but

the data coerage in not su,1dent to asortai the exact structure. Only the

mari. at midde Bank have data coveage and extrapoation of results fund

in adjacent bemaksuggest a highly variable section (20-200 m thick). Much of

the bank ha. not been surveed, therore cmoturing is not posible [King A

A., 10688.

- The Gully and Adjoining Channeimt This secemon inchlude the Gully

and the wregua~r topoaphy vurrouang Viamm. and Artiomo Bank. Se&i

mnt thidckn is highly variable, ranging frm Iw than 20 m to morm than

200 u& in the deepet bedrock chamels. In the Gully itself, the thickness can

exceed 250 i. Except in the Gully, contouring is however not possible due to

low dat coveag.
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B anquezeaw Sediment thickness averages well in exeaof 100 m with
thicker spow reaching 200 m. An on Sable Wsand Bank, the layer appears to

thin towards the uiorthern margn. eaur are too sparse for regional

c~onioing atthis b*Ank

-Southeastern Laurentian Channels The data for this reloon is both

extensive and of good quality The sediment surface is a zelatively horizon-

ta surface, except near the channel edges. Since the underlying bedrock is

relatively smooth and has bow eroded mostly in the centre of the canl

zammsediment thickwa is i&~md in %: centre of the channel (100 to 140

in). In the region of St. Pierre Back and Misaikne Bank however, the thicknes

increases to 250 mn.

The basins on the Grand Banks, are characterixed by a highly variable

sedimentA thicknins. Over the southe= and easter Grand Banks, it is usually

l. than 10 mn. On the northern Grand Banks, in water depths les than 110

in, the deposits wre less than 3 m thick. Thickness increases in the Dr wining
Basin and southern part of the AMelon Channel where up to 40 m of till has

been mapped [Mobil Oil, 19M4J. For the most pa~rt however, the Grand Banks

is characterized by large expanse with thin to highly variable sediment cover.

-Halibut Channel: Features amw si-ila to that of the Laurentiaua Chan-

nel. Sediment thickness range. fr-om les than M0 m on the adjacent bank tops

totmr than 100 m in the deepest, central part of the channel. Thinning takes

piace gradually towards the noth and more abruptly to the south.

-St. Plaem Channel, Green Bank, Haddock Channel, and Whale

Bank-J: This whole ame is~characterized by sediments that inhill and cover an

imuachannelled,, bedrock surfams The laye thins and becomes les variable

towards the south, in the outer continental shelf areas. Tle variability is very

high, and contouring -is therefr impossible.



* . j - Inner Shelf: This ear has feaures sim;Il to that of the Scotian Shelf
* ossiuwhixe arm. The thickness is gaierafly les than 10 mn eccept near north-

eafftern St. Pierre Bank.

TARW of them Bank and Grand Bank: Moot of this region is characterizer&

by thin sedimt comer with a randomn distributiona of amali, low amplitude sand

ridgu whose shape and rmtaien io awe unknwn. Beyond the 80-90 mnisobsih,

the sietsforza a wedge dawn to 30 in akxig the shelf breek Virgin Rocksa

and EAstern Shoals arm- characterized by a very thin layer or the total aheetce

Of "edment.

-Virgn Rocks to Whale Basin Azea.z Whale Deep consists of a duster

of tronghs with sedinit infill of up to 185 in thick separated by =-d2inent

coves as low as 2 to 10 in. Between WhaLe Deep and VbIrgn Rocks, areas af

thin sedimet cavm (0.5 to 7 in) awe cut by mnamms channels qpcally filed

by 30 to 60 m of sdm ts(maximu 120 in).

- Downing Basin, Conception Bay Axeas This region contains thick

glacial 1uSDl reaching a thickness of ovvx 85 tr. 130 mn in the basins. The rgo

betwe Domwning Basin and the Avalon Channel is characterized by thin sand

cover with low amplitude ridges. The northwest portion of this are is occupied

by a basin which is blanketed by abundant glacial till with thicess ranin

frwo20 mneartsto ack ooerl 260mttwards the centr The Slacks ame

also nwine by heavy iceberg scouring ci the surface which reults in irregular

sedment thickness
- lbernias This region is characterixed by a costmmaus sheet of sand

which thickens in a northeast direction fmms 2 to 3.5 in. Some ridges with

thicknsse of 2 to 5 mn acd sedimet pockets isSfing stmall depressionscas

somce vwiablty in this pattern



Flemish Cap

Mesureents availab~e ovar the Flemnish Cap do not allow the identification
of the sediment types cc thikess However, an indication on the roughnes has
be=n derived fromn the echo sounder data available. Based on the mneasuremnents
Of the amplitude and wavelengths, the relief features have been regrouped into

t ~the folloing roughness provinces:

*Prvows"c A: Dominant features are greater than 8 mn in amplitude and
wavlengths ame roughly 200 to 500 in. This MWie is attributed mostly to
bedrock outcrop or strong bedrock controL

e Pvoiace B: Relief features vary fromn 1 to 8 mn and their wavelength be-
tween 50 mto Ikm. Thisatype of relief is believed tobe also wsocia~ted
w4. bedrock outcrop and bedrock covered by a thin sediment veneer.

a Prvie.n. C. Relatively flat surfame with frequent isolated ocoarreraces of
low amplitude (I to 3 in) relief features..

*Provi~sc A Emsentially a U, (:k0.5 in to +2 in) smooth surface.

The map in Figure 2.8 shows that the roughest areas of the Flemish Cap
ane caused by nme~rou~s isolated occurrences with relief of up to 20 in- The
smoothest areas exhibit relief -of les. than 2 mn, occur among the rougher patches,
and are associated with some sediment cover over bedrock. The H-a1k of Flem-
ish Cap exhibit an interinedi~eU rougliLes, often, with tenrace, and ame also
assoc~abd with sediment ,vzx [King et &J., 1935.

2.3.2 GIS Sediment Thicknies

All the informnation an setdim~. iiicknese obtained from King et &I. [1I85)
haa been digitized awnd is included in the GIS for easy acces at the required
Ocale.
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IN:R~f -0m I 0-0

8 A~: Relief 0-20 m, *1 200-100 m

Fligure 2.6: Bottomi rougbaeas map of the Flemish Cap (After Kin~g et &1., 1985)
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2.4 Physiographic Provinces

2.4.1 Physiographic Provinces Chart

Physiographic provinces represent areas of similar topographic, structural

and morphological characteristics that are likely to ihow a similar acoustic re-

spouse. Theme are shown an the chart in Figure 2.7. Furthermore, a description

of these provinces is given in the folwing section.

2.4.2 Physiographic Provinces Description

Inner Shelf

This province in-Judes the areas from the shore to a depth of 100 m along

the coast of the Quibec North Shor, along most of the Newfoundland coast

and along the coast of Nova Scotia. This region has a relatively constant width

a( appraeazately 30 km along Nova Scotia and Quibec, but is very irregular

along the coast of Newfoundland, in particular the east and south coasts. It is

characterized by a rough bathymetry, since it is an extension of the adjacent

land into the ocean thus having the same bedrock formation and a similar

geological history (Drapeau and King, 1972]. It is mostly covered by a thin

layer of sand and gravel.

Sound propagation is expected to be very poor at low frequencies due to

the shallow depth and the presence of a thin and irregular layer of sediment.

At higher frequencies, high bottom scattering can be expected due to bottom

roughness.

Laurentian Channel

This a broad trough-like depression that extend:i from an area nea the

mouth of the Saguenay River in the St. Lawrence Estuary, through the Gulf of

St. Lawrence and continues acroas the continental she to the shedf edge. From

the Pointe-des-Monts area, it is on average 100 km wide and forms a relatively

21
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straight trough with steep sides. The floor o( this channel contains several large

elongated depressions presumably formed by glaoci.l overdeepenig. Tributary

channels join the main cbannel (er Equimazn Channel). Its fic-r geneially

has a smooth surface except for those areas in which the presemce of glaial till

produces an undulating surface [MwcLean and King, 19711. j
Sound propagation should be better, or at least more predictable, than in

most of the area under study wher both the receiver and the target are injside

the Channel, due to the greater depth and the homogeaYity of the sediment's

composition, thickness and structure.

Lower St. Lawrence Estuary

The Laurentian Trough extends upstream into the St. Lawrence Estuary to L
Tadoussac, aemward of the Saguenay Fjord entrance. The width of the channel

decrease fom 40 km to less than 10 km while tLe depth remains reIativcjy

constant at 300 m. This area is basically a fjord and the problem of side

boundairies is therefore more predominant.

Magdalen Shallows

Very shallow (50 m) and flat area that covers one-quarter of the Gulf of

St. Lawrence. The bottom is covered mostly by sand and gravel. Sound

propagation characteristics should be relatively constant over the whole area.

Central Scotian Shelf

The southwest and middle portion of the central shelf fo. ma a broad trough

which 1es parallel to the coastline. The trouh is 40 to 50 km wide and extends

more or ten continuously along this portitm of the Scotian Shelf to 61*N. It

comprises two main basins which form large transverse d-prmsmionz branching

fron the longitudinal trough: Emerald and Lalave BaLius. They rrtch a depth

of up to 275 m. A third 'mialler and sluJtlower basin, Rucveway Basin, lies to

23



the southwest, separated froim the others by Raseway Bank. The basins and

trUghs have smooth, gently sloping srwces and are partly filled and mantled

by unconsolidated sediments with the top layer of these sediments consisting of

a very Amn nature, such as La Have Clay and Emerald Silt 1(King, 19701.

Outer Scotian Shelf

The outer shelf is a broad sone, 50 to 85 km wide and comrse of a chain

of shallow banko which extend along the continental margin. It is an are of

high relief which ranw parallel, to the shelf edge. Several broad, moeor less

fla-topped banks separated by shallow depressions form a saddle shape. They

are covere by a layer atmaterial which is coarser than that found in the basins.

This material is mostly Sable Island sand and gravel (King, 19701.

Northbeast Scotian Shell

This portion of the central shelf between 610W and the Laurentian Channel

in more highly dissected and bathymetnically mare comple~x than the portion of

the shelf to the west. The seabed acrtin the am is irregular sand in places, very

rough. The roughness amise from aon uneven st-race of underlying bedrock as

well as from the presence of glacial debris which may have been partly mods-

fied (McLean and King, 1971). In addition, some of the depresions have been

filled by sediments of various types wbich reults in large Liactuations in sed-

iment thickness oves a small ares. Sound propagation characteristics, when

bottom interaction is important, can be expected to be highly variable and

unpredictaha

Deep Channels

Several narrow cannels of 10 to 30 km width, can be found mostly east of

the Grand Banks. They mepresent disconatinuites in the relatively shallow and

BA" bathymetry of the surrounding banks. The bottom is gemerally covered by

24
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a thin layer of Sambro sand and glacial till. 1

Grand Bank

This is a vast shallow area with a very smooth bottom, especially in its

centre and northeast portion (Great North). It also includes the very shallow

area of the Southeast Shoal and Woolall Bank. The thickness of the sediment

layers is vainable, but they form mostly a thin veneer over the bedrock. Sound

propagation should be poor for low frequencies due to the shallow depth and

the sediment structure. Use of high frequencies should be hampered by high r
bottom revezbration levels.

North Bazin t

This in the aea north of Grand Bank, between the Avsicn ChAnnel and

Great North Basin. It is characterized by an increased depth (100-200 m) and

a rougher bathymetry. The sedimenit distribution is also lea homogeneous.

Glaciomarine sedient. and till commonly ill channels and deprmiona in the

bedrock surface. The sediments consist of sand and gravel in the shallow por-

tions (lesa than 100 m), and glacial deposit and fine grained marine sediments I
predominantly in deep channels and basins [Fader and King, 1981).

Flemish Cap

The Flemish Cap is a bank that rises in a gentle slope from depths of ap-

proximately 3,50 m to 120 m on the west and north side. On the rut side, the

slope is steeper, whereaa on the south side it drops abruptly into 0he Newfound.

land Basin (3500 m).

2.5 False Targets

See the dslsified appendix of this document.
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2.6 Magnetic Anomaly

The available idfarnation may unfortunately be of little value for tactical

purpse fcr the reaso given in Part L Som~e inormstion is nevertheless in-

cluded and the areas that mre potentialy masnoisy for MAD systems due to
the strong spatial gredients in the magnetic field awe identified.

2.6.1 Magnetic Anomaly Chart

Verheod and Macnab 11987 have cowple &U the existing geomagnetic
data to produce an updated 1: 5,000,000 chart covering most of the continental

magi of eastern Canada. Part of this chart is Included in fligure 2.8. It

shows the locations where strong shear gradients in the geoumagetic fied exist

as the transitiou between dark and light areas ou the map. Themsoes =ay

be associated with higher noise~ As v wooara of sharp topographuic features

awe also potentially notsy area for MAD systezs.

2.6.2 Other Data Sets

Additional inknration is cointained. in the classikd appendix of this doc-

uzoet.
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Chapter 3

Climatology

3.1 Canadian East Coast Climatology

3.1.1 Storm F~requency Statistics

The low Vmwev- systemn that bring cloudinew and precipitation tend to

m we othessewaxidly acroin the area. The at== frequency is highest during

the cold wooth. (December through, My) as shown in Figure &I.

Tvopicsil cyclone that drift wewtward actoss the Atlantic and then recur%-e

to the north and northeast often reach the Canadian ew coast ame as twcpical

storms. T'rir peak months of occurrence ame Septme an.! October as am

in Figure 3.2.

3.2 Wind Data Products

3.2.1 Mean Winds

Under the influence of the dominsat large-scal atmosheric pressure Wed

(eg., Iceandic low, A MorIs high). swface winds ane generally northwesterly

during autumn and winter, and southwesterly during spring and summer.

Maps depcting monthly awan wind speed and direction are included in
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Fligure 3.1: Mean number of low preaUre storms per mouth on Canadian east

coast regons. (After Crutcler and Quayle, 1974)

Fjg~r 3.2: Monthly percent probability of tropical storms on Cnadlian eai•t
coast reloons. (After Naval Weather Service Command, 1974)
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Figume 3.3 and 3.4 . The winde awe amputed from the ships' observation

3.2.2 Wind Rsesm

A snoe xomplete descuiption of the wind murability is p~mided by mionthly

8.point wind.r~ which indficate the joint frequency distributmo o( the wind

from a particular &iection against wind speed in five knot claiss. as dasczibed

in Figure 3.5. T1-b -am are inclde for 3 locatiamns situated toughly "t the

centre of the Julf of St. Lawrence (Figure 3.6), the Scotian Shclf (Figure 3-T),
and the Newfoundland and Grnod Banks area (Figur 3-8).

3.2.3 Storm and Gale Force Wind Frequency Maps

These data show the frequency of occuzre.-.e a( wind speed& Vvater than

ytedeteninined wind speed thresholds &xo selcted month. of the year (Fig-

ure 3.9). The thresholds wre 34 knots for gale forest winds and 48 kmots for
storm fore win&s

3.2.4 Storm Force Wind Duration Contour Maps

The -aps in Figure 3.10 show cotouru ofestimate ofthe mazinumindurs-

tio. o( the storms (wind speed greate than or equal to 48 knot) ovar the area

at diferent times of the year. The Goostrophic Wind Climatology data set was

used for the duration analysis.

3.2.5 GIS Data

The monthy contour maps of wmea wind speed and direction shown in

Subsection 3.2.1, storm and gale foam wind frequency shown in Subsection 3.2.3,

and storm duration shown in Subsection 3.14 ame included in the CIS database.
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MONTHLY WINO STA7ISTICS
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MONTHLY WIND STATISTICS £

CAST COAST AREA 4 - SABLE

FREQUENCY OF WIND SPEED BY DIRECTION (FROM)
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Figwer 3.7: Monthly wind rt.*" for the S-rxtian Shelf -Sable sua. (After Swaiil.

l9~3)



MONTHLY WIND STATISTICS
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F ue3.10: Coantosar rap of th~e ava dura-tioa of storm foc wind (_> 48
knots) for February, April ..nd June. (From Mortac et aL., 1985)
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3.3 Flying Weather

Weath-ff conditions affecting low level flying (cloud ceiling and visibility)

have been summarized and categorized into three types commonly used in avi-

Flight Rule Caitegary Minimum Wsather Roquirements
vio~tfCeslika

VisuRl Flight Rule. (VFR): Ž: 2.5 m! AND a 1000 ft.
Ins.trulment Flight Ru*eIPR): Ž 0.6 mi AMD 2 300 ft.

AND < 2.3 mi OR < 1000ft
belowIER- <O0.Gmi OR < 300 ft

3.3.1 Flying Weather Statistics

A graphical sunmary of flying weather conditions for central locations in

e..ch of the three main subareas has been included in F~igure 3.12

3.3.2 Flying Weather Maps

The contoutr maps fee selected months shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14

depict the percent frequency of below IFR condit ions and the percent frequency

of OFR conditions. It follo that the percent frequency of VFR conditions can

be deziwed ftam, theme two contour howc by using the fbcmula

VYR conditions :=100% -[(% freq. < IFR + % freq. IFR)

3.3.3 GIS Data

Monthly contour wmps of flying weather conditions as described in Subsec-.

tion 3.3.2 have been ind'-aded in the G15.
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I
a) Sable 1sland b) Gulf- Magdalen Iand c) Northern Grand Banks
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Figure 3.12: Flying wather statistics for: a) Sable Wland region, b) Gulf-
Magdalen LIslnd region, and c) Northern Grand Banks. (Frum Mort~ich et iiL,

1985)
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3.4 Visibility

3.4.1 Visibility Statistics

Statitics on visibility conditions for the Sable region on the Scotian Shelf,
fir the Gulf-Magdalen region, and for the Northern Grand Banks me sumnma,

rizei in Fiue 3.15. Visibility ranges are regouped into five categories outlined

as follows:

Category I < 0.5 n.m
Category2 Z 0.5 =i to<1.1am!
Category3 Z1.1 nmi to<2.2 ami
Category4 >2.2 =i to<5.4nmi
Category 5 > 5.4 nmi

3.4.2 Shipping Visibility Contour Maps

The comiour maps in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the percent frequency of
visibility lesw than 0.5 nautical mile, and the percent frequency of occurrence

of visibility greater than 2.2 nautical miles combined with wind speed less than

25 knots, which is dened as *good shippin" conditions [MIora• ch et &L, 1W]j.

3.4.3 GIS Data

The monthly cotour maps of shipping visibility conditions (am shown in

Subsection 3.4.2) have been included in the GIS database.
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Figure 3.15: Visibility 3tatistics for. a) Sable Island region. b) Gulf-MagdAen
Island region, and c) Northern Grand Banks rt.Jon. (From Mortsch et al.,
1985)
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3.5 Air Temperature

3.5.1 Air Temnperature Statistics

Stacstics on the air temperature for the Sable region, the Gulf- Magda~en

region and the Nrk.iieni Grand Banks region are given in Figure 3.18.

3.5.2 Air Temperature Contour Maps

The nican air temperature and the standard deniation in degrees Celsius

arm presented for the four mid-seasonAl months in Figure 3.19.

3.5.3 GIS Data

Monthly contour msp. of mean air temperature and its standard deviatioa

as shown in Figure 3.19 have been included in the GIS.
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3.6 Precipitation I
3.6.1 Precipitation Statistics

Precipitation statistics for the Sable Island region, the Gulf-Magdalen re-

gion and the Northern Grand Banks region ame shown in Figure 3.20. The

total percent frequency of precipitation is broken down into four categories:

light rain, heavy rain, light snow, and heavy sow.

3.6.2 Precipitation Contour Maps

The percent frequency of precipitation reported and the percent f-rquency

of snow re-ported are presented for the four mid-seasonal months in Figure 3.21.

The percent frequency of precipitation combines the observations of all forms of

precipitation. Fu.-thermore, a third contour that delineates the furthest extent

of snow in each of the selected months is included.

3.6.3 GIS Data

Monthly contour maps ahowing the percent frequency of precipitation and

percent frequency of snow as presented in Sulwection 3.6.2 have been iuci&dei

in the G IS.
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3.7 Sea Ice

3.7.1 Ice Climatology

Ice Cover

Gulf of St. LaMrene. Initial ice formation oceuzs in December in the St.

Lawrence Rtiver due to the low salinity of the water, and on the coastal shallows

of New Brunswick. It then usually forms along the North Shore and in the Strait

of Belle Isle. The growth and spread of ice then proceeds across the Gulf of St.

Lawrence during January and February, progressing southward and eastward to

gradually occupy the western half of the gulf from the north tip of Cape Breton

bsland to the southeasvern end of Anticosti Island, and from this point to the

west coast of Newfoundland ear Daniels Harbour. The ice cover continues to

growthrough February and the beginning of March until it occupies the entire '

gulf. T"he break-up tends to begin in the middle of March in the eastern part

of the gulf (leeward areas) and in thinner ice areas. It proceeds southward

and southeastward until the last sea ice area in the southern portion between

Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton Island has melted, usually in the middle

of May [AES, 1985.

This pattern can vary greatly. There have been mild winters with very little

ice when shipping routes were open through the winter while on the other hand,

the gulf can be totally covered by the end of January and ice can persist in somec

arma until the middle of June.

Grand1 Banka and East Newfoundlandl Watem. Sea ice usually begins to

form along the coast of southern Labrador and into the Strait of Belle Isle at

the end o( December. It then continuas to spread southward and reaches Notre-

Dame Bay at the end o( January and Cape Bonavista by the end of February.

It also expands seaward to a distance of approximatey 300 km. The ice cover

attends to near 48N W0W by March. The retreat of ice is slow, and reaches

the north end of the Strait of Belie Isle bv the end of May [AES, 1989].
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The variations in this pattern can be v ,ry large. There are records of the

presence of ice extending to the Avalon Peninsula by the end of January and

extending south to 45*N by the end of March, thus covennig the whole northern

Wlf of the Grand Banks. During mild winters, very little ice can be fo,:.d south

of Notre-Dame Bay and the Strait of Belle Isle may be open most of the winter.

Tyrpe of Ice Cover

In tOe Gulf of St. Lawrence, with the exceptiou of some small areas near

shore, th-. ice dens not form a continuous sheet, but ice floes will aggregate and

form a sheet of close pack ice. This ice usually grows to a thickness of 45 to 60

c=. Where ridging ocrumr, the thickness may rmach more than one metre (AES,

1984].

The pack ice of the East Newibund.and area is characteriz'-d by the presence

of 10 to 20% of multi-year ice which oniginates in the Arctic and is caurird south

by the Labrador Current. The thickness of the ice grows to between 90 to 120

cnm thick. Ridging seldom occurs exczpt along the coastline, but when it does

occur in the offshore pack, it may increase the thickness to two metres [AES,

1984].

3.7.2 Ice Cover Maps

The maps in Fisgures 3.221J and 3.23 %how the ir.a.'mum ice limit to which

sa ice has been reported at least once at the time of the year indicated during

the database period of 25 years. The minimum ice limit indicates where s.ea ice

has always been observed for the date of the chart. The median ice limit is &1%o

presented for the 2.5 y•ar observattion pe.iod.
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Figure 3.241 Percent exceedance of a) iceberg draft and b) iceberg mau on the
northern Grand Banks. ( From Mobil Oil, 1984)

3.8 Icebergs

3.8.1 Iceberg Number Statistics

Table 3.1 shows the emat-ed number o' icebergs reported south of 48'N

on a monthly basis by the International Ice Patrol. Data from 1979-80 to 1985-

86 are included. Additioval estimates from selected seasms from as far back
as 1945-48 are included to show the ranwe of variability that can be observed.

Funally, the momthly average o( the estimate from 1945-46 to 1985.86 has been

computed.

3.8.2 Iceberg Size Statistics

Figure 3.24 shows some statistics on iceberg man and iceberg draft.
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3.9 Icing

3.9.1 Freezing Spray Statistics

The potential for the scsmalation of ice due to freezing spray is caleu-

l& ame r the observed conditions of sa~ suziace tem~perature, air tempera& are,

wind spe4d wave height and salinity. An empirical reliatinhip involving thewe

factors is used to determaine a rate of ice accumulation. The actual freezing

spra y ice accretion on a v~e however varies cocaiderably depending upon fac-

torn such as the vesei structuzre, its course cc orientation to the wind and its

speed. The potential frezing spray ice accretion rates ame reported in five broad

catergoew

CATEGORY Accarnoit RATF
no icing < 0.5 mm/hr
light 2t 0.5 mm/hr to < 1.25 mm/hr
moderate Ž1.25 mm/hr to < 2.5 mm/hr
heavy Ž2.5 mm/hr to < 6.25 mrN/
severe Ž6.25mm=/hr

Detailed statistics cc all ice accretion classe for the Sable bsanad region,

the Gulf-Magrlalen region and the Northern Grand Banks region ame icluded

in Figur 3.25

3.9.2 Ice Accretion Maps

The map -; n Figures 3.26 and 3.27 show contours o( the perceat frequency

o( moderate or greater (> 1.25 mm/br) ice accretion potential. In addition.

percent frequency o( moderate to heavy freezinxg rain was contoured.

3.9.3 GIS Data

Monthly coritour maps o( ice accretion potential and frequency of moderate

to heavy frxeezing rain as described in Subsection 3.9.2 have been inckided in

the GIS.
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Chapter 4

Oceanography

4.1 Waves

4.1.1 Wave Climatology by Region

Culd of St. Lawree Although the gulf is reiatively easy to acces. the

data awe still imu.Sa to obtain a camplete picture, oits wave clmAtology.

It bowevet appears that waves are les svever than un the other moe exposed

aeas such as the Grand Banks. Special problems for wave prediction in the

guLY inlude shallow water effects. currents, and ice (Quellet and laa.1979].

Sctian Td..L Long waves propagating over this &hallow region experience

shoaL-W. T,•e modification of the waves will be particularly ifsawlcant in

Dearshore regios where the decreasing depth affects almost the entire ocean

weve spectrum. Sheltering due to Sable Island. and possibly wave-curnt in-

teractions will also impact on wave characteristics. Finaly. wave refraction.

which causes the energ to counverge in some weas resulting In increased wave

height, is also posible on the Scotian Shelf [Neu. 19761.

CrIWA Ji k. The highest sea states are generated in winter during north-

westerly outbreaks of cold air. The lower levels of the atmosphere become

very unstable with their pitsage over open water and this causes strong surface

winds. In these situations the wave 6eld is fetch limited by the. shore or ice

edge, and hence builds to the southwest INeu, 197G].
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Figure 4.: Wave refraction over the Grand BUnks of Newfoudldand. iFrom
Neli, 1970)

Since the Grand Baaks am, reiatively shallow, longi peinod swell that fre-

qutly propagates onto the Baulks from the south has wavelengths Iong -nouh

to experence bottom rrfrw-tive effects that tend to concentrate the ene-roz antd

increase the wave heights to oocew loction.s .a shown in Figive 4.1 'Neu 19761

4.1.2 Wave Roses

Monthly wave roars rearesntiug the directional frr¶,b-ncy of m wave

helght clas•es are included for wlected subsrrax in Figure 4.2. Thlee are t-,•rn

a faýrly repraentat-ve of each of the three a-ua .w-reas the Gulf((St Lawrence

(Fig. 4 3). the Scotiman Shelf (Fi. I 4) •and the Grand Biuiaks iFis. 4 5i

A key to the wave rose interpretation is given ai F.Kiire 4 2.

4.1.3 Wave Period Statistics

A grai.i;cal sunrnary of the p-rceet frr-,w,':,i,y of tLe coibiited wa% •etrd

11:0 wren ncid IIIF ' . to'45 I~. ý.' rolzij'mrql wave peri.1 1*. t!:,- prnud

of the higher of wnve or swell height. If thy arc &e ';une height, . n ,,ger -

r,• 1
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by Direction (fromn)

F-qWe 4.2. a) Wave r, source subareas. b) Wave rose key.

period has been chasmn. T7herefaiw, although they provide useful cocnpemietta~ry

informatiou to the wave roo regarding the ghape of the dom~inant waves, they

can be wisleading as far as giving a repreeentation of the sam surface roughness.

4.1.4 Comlbined, Wave Height and Frequency Contour
Maps

Coaibwed wave height is a representation a( the use surface mot ion that

includes the interaction of the swell which are waves generated by a stormn cc

winds at a large distance from the observation point, and the wave generated

atthe site due to the "oa winds.

The combined wave height, (Hg) is calculated using the formulaw

H.- ((f*)3 + (.2"

where H. is the sea wave height and H.., is the swell height (Mortscb et &J.,

19&MJ. These values are usually estimated visually from a ship.

The monthly charts in Figures 4.9 to 4.12 show contours of the percent

frequency of occ~urrence o( combined wave height less tha~n or equal to 2 me-
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MONTHLY WAVE STATISTICS

GULF OF ST LAWRENCE AREA 3 - CENTqAL GULF
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MONTHLY WAVE STATISTICS
CAST COAST AREA 6 - SAOLE
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MONTHLY WAVE STATISTICS
CAST COAST AREA 13 - NORTWER4 GR&%UO uAmKS V
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MONTHLY WAVE STATISTICS V~'4
GUJLF Of ST. LAW*CMCZ ARCA 3 - CENTRAL GULF
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Stres (relatively caim sea) and. of the percent frequency of occurrence of severe

conditi -is (combined wave height greazter than or 'qual to 6 metres) .

4.1.5 GIS Data

Monthly contour char.s of combined wave height su-b as tluxse deirned in

Subsection 4.1.4 have been included in the GlS dazab.,e.
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4.2 Currents Description

4.2.1 Mean Surface Currents

Figure 4.13 shows the main features of the surface circulstion in tnie aurea of

interest. Seasonal varitons in the main flow are well documented for the Gulf

o( St. Lawrence only (Figure 4.14). Further descriptive comments on the main

Currents wre included in the following subsections.

Grif of St. Lawrence

The Gulf of St. Lawrence has been subject to numerous surveys, but

direct current measuretrentsatil exist oWly for a small proportion of its surface

[EI-Sabh, 1978]. In addition, most of themse urveys wete conducted during the

ice-free months; as a result, a complete picture of surface circulation in the Gulf

of Si. Lawrence is not available from observations. The surface circulation has'

therefore been, deduce,! using the geostrophic method sand a network of averaged

stations for different periods of the year. The circulation pattern thus obtained

agees w; th the results of syivoptic observations (El-Sabh, 19761.

*St. Lawrence Estuary: The main feature of the surface circulation in

the estuary is the presence of a strong outflow of su:face water confined to the

upper 25-50 mn along both shores, although the south shore outflow is much

stronger in most places (50-70 c= a eAwns 30-50 cm s9i umr) h t

Lawrence Estuary is also characterized by the existence of strong transverse

currents. Their most obvious maaiestation is the "Rimouski eddy" (Figure

4.15, a clockrwise amr located betwren Rimouski sand Pointe-des-Monts, and a

nor~therly transverse current in the Ile du Bic region [E1-Sabh, 19791.

Tbo- variability of these currents is high since they are related to the volume

of outfiowing frehwater which is at a maximum in May and a minimum in

winter [El-Sabh, 19791. There is also a relationship with the lunar cycle. The
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Fgure 4.15: Mean surface circulation in the lower St. Lawrence Estuary. (From
El-Sabh, 1979)

Gaspe Current reaches its maximum velocity three or four days before the

moones quarters when the estuary is emptying (Koutitoansky, 19791.

- Gasp4 Current: The outflow of fresh water from the St. Lawrence River

has a strong influence on the circulation in the gulf. Its most striking feature is

the Gasps Current which flows along the Gaspe Peninsula from the Rimouski-

Pointe-des-Monts area to Cape GaspA. This current is subject to wide seasonal

variation in strength corresponding to the variations of the volume of freshwater

outflow. The maximum velocities (greater than 75 cm s-) therefore occur in

May. In summer, the•velocity decreases from 66 cm s9- in Jly to 30 cm s- Iin

August. During the fall, it reacheu ikeeds of 38 an s-' and its lcwest values (5

to 10 cm a-') are observed in the winter. Most of the year, the Gaspo Current

is also coupled with an inflow on the Anticosti Island side. On average, it has

a width of 15 kn, a thickness of 30 m and its direction is relatively co•stant

(Tang, 19801. It is a relatively stable current eographically speaking, however

its magnitude is subject to large seaonal variations (the current may actually

vanish on occasion [Farquharson, 1966]).
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-Magdalen Shallowas An it euters into the gulf, the Gaspe Current spreads

out in a general southeasterly direction, with velocities decreasing to between

1 and 5 cm, a-. Between the Magdalen Islands, Prince Edward Isand, and 'he

western paut of Cape Breton Island there is an eastward flow towards Cabot

Strait.

-Cabot Strait Circulation: The suuface firy out of the gulf has its znaxi-

mmstrength on the Cape Breton side of the strait and forms the Cape Breton

Current. Its velocity is on the order of 20 cmn s- on average, with a ma~dmum

of 30 =m a' in August and in the winter, and a minimnum of less than 15 cm

s-1 in July (EI-Sabh, 1976). On the Newfoundlard side of the strait, there is

a weak flow into the gulf from the Atlantic Ocean. This inflow divides into

two branches: the first mome northeastward along the coast of Newfoundland,

the second turns west shortly after entering the gulf sand Joins the Cape Bre-

ton Cturrrjit. This pattern is modified in winter when the circulation becomes

outward on both sides of the strait with an inflow in the middle of the strait

which then turns west, probably under the influence of the prevailing northwest

winds and drifting ice, and eventually rejoins the outflowing current on both

sides [EI-Sabh and Jobannessn, 1972).

-Eastern Gulf Circulation: The water entering through Cabot Strait tends

to follow the west coast of Newfoundland with some of it continuing towards

the Strait of Belle Isle and the remainder flowing north. Southwest of Anticosti

Island the circulation is characterised by a large permanent anticlockwiue eddy

durnag the ice-free months of the year. This eddy is highly variable in dimension

and position. Furthermore, in winter, it is replaced by a smaller clockwise ame

[EI-Sabh., 1976).

-Strait of Bell* Isle Circulation: The Strait of Belle Isle circulation is

highly variable since its most probable driiiing mechanism in the use level dif-
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ference between the opposing ends of the strait produced by large-scale meteo-

mniogical forcing [Garrett and Petrie, 19811. Garrett and Petrie also noted that

both inflow and outflow are stnger on the south side of the strait. Finally,

there is evidence for substantial inflows into the gulf through the strait during

winter.

- North Shore circulation: Labrador water entering through the Strait

o( Belle Ise and the northwest flow in the EsqumAn Channel join and are

de ected to form a westward drift that flows along the north shore beyond

Anticosti Island during the ice-free months of the year. In winter, this flow

tends to reverse, and form an eastward drift.

- Anticosti Eddy: Along the north shore of the gulf, between Anticosti

Island and the St. Lawrence Estuary, the surface water sets westward then

swings a~•oe the estuary towards the south shore where it reinforces the Gaspi

Current, which in turn sheds a branch that closes the loop. This anticlockwise

eddy is a permanent feature of the gulf circulation (EI-Sabh, 19T6I.

- Nova Scotia CurreLt: Winter time circulation over the Scotian Shelf con-

uists of southwestward flow along the coast and a northeastward flow on the

outer portion of the shelf. The coastal current is called the Nova Scotian Cur-

rent and it carries the Gulf of St. Lawrence water from Cabot Strait along the

shore of Nova Scotia. It is bounded on its oshore side by the Scotian Front,

which is the ruface expresion of the transition from the Nova Scotia Current

water to the mixed water offshore [Anderson ,rod Smith. 1989]. The mean sur-

face speed of this current is estimated to be 9 cm s-C (Sutdiffe et al., 1976).

Near surface current up to 29 cm s9- can be found in the core of the current

usually located at approximately 45 kin off the coast.

Some of the flow occurs aros the shelf, in a general southerly dirtion,
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particularly over the troughs between the LaHave Bank, nmerald Bank and

Browns Bank [Gregory and Smith, 1988]. The current tends to be strongest in

winter (10-30 cm a- 1), while during the fag it in approximately 10 cm s-1.

"- Southwest Nova Scotia Circulation: The features of interest for the

south Nova Scotia circulation are the presace of a westward longshore

coastal current (4-10 an s-1) and an anticyclonic gare around Brows Bank

(5-15 ca a-')

Over the banks themselves the currents are generally weak and highly

variable, while the circula•ion around the banks is an important current, the

Labrador Current (Figure 4.16). The Labrador Current contains relatively

cold and low salinity water compared to the surrounding waters and flows south

along the Labrador Coast and the east coast of Newfoundland, roughly following

the 200 m isobath. Velocities between 20 to 60 cm a' are recorded on that

portion of the current [Lazier, 19821. Along the way, some exchange occurs

between the Labrador Current and the Gulf of St. Lawrence through the Strait

of Belle Isle [Garrett and Petrie, 1981]. As the seafloor rises onto the banks area,

th, flow is otmered into the two deepet 4AnWls. the Avalon Channel and the

Flemish Pas, thus forming two branches of the current. Data are too limited

to determine seasonal variations in the current pattern. Note that wind-driven

currents can be signilicant in this area. They naturally tend to be strongest

near the ocean surface and diminish with depth. These currents are subject

to inertial motion, which has a period of apprwimately 16.5 hours at these

latitudes. Although the winds are stronger in winter, wind-dri-mn currents and

inertial currents tend to be stronger in summer due to the wa-er stratification

which result. in a thin mixed layer (- 30 m). For example, ma.,imum. neaw

surface current velocities at Hibernia range from 60 to 80 cm s-I during late

summer and early autumn and from 45 to 60 cm a•' in winter (Mobil Oil, 1984].
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Labrador Current (Inshore)- The west branch of the Labrador Current,

the less intense of the two (Petrie and Anderson [19831 estimate that it contains

10% of the transport), flows south through Avalon Channel. It is probable that

most of the flow is then diverted ofishore where it joins the eastward slope

current. The remainder (about 20%), turns westwards towards Cabot Strait

(Petrie and Anderson, 19831. The flow then tends to move into the Guif cf St.

Lawrence and northeast along the west coast of Newfoundland. In the area

of St. Pierre, Green and Whale Banks, there is evidence of an onshore flow

northward. Current speeds in that section range between 10 to 20 CM 3"'.

- Labrador Current (Offshore): The east branch of the Labrador Current

flows along the northern slope of the Grand Banks before turning south through

Flemish Pass. In the Pas, the Labrador Current follows the 200 m isobath and

flows from north of the Banks to the Tail of the Banks with an average speed

of about 30 am P-' [Petrie and Isenor, 19831. A portion of the current is then

directed eastward and joins the North Atlantic Current; another portion flows

around the Tail of the Bank and sinks under the slope water. The current is

estimated to be about 50 km wide with excursions normal to the 200-m i3obath

of at least 60 km (Petrie and Isenor, 19831.

- Grand Banks Circulation: The currents over the banks themselves are

weak and variable; velocities are generally less than 10 cm s'I (Petrie and Isenor,

198I5. There is also indication of the presence of a weak anticyclonic Syre in

the southeastern part (Petrie and Anderson, 19831.

- Flemish Cap: Over the Flemish Cap, the flow forms a clockwise are.

4.2.2 Deep Currents

Some of the features of the circulation at depth that may impact on ASW

operations are described in this section.
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Gulf of St. Lawrene:

With the exception of the Gaqp6 Current, the Strait of Belle Isle Current

and the Cabot Strait Current, the flow at depth between 30 and 100 m is weak

and variable over most of the gulf. Below 100 m, there is no indication of

c'ent. that could be igncant for ASW operation. Areas of upwellmg exst

along the north sl the St. Lawrence estuary, the New Brunswick shore and

possbly, southweet o the Magdalen Islands (Sutclffe et sl, 19761.

- St. Lawrenuce Ftumy The outflow of surface water is mostly confined to

the upper 25-50 m alorg the south share. An upstream current lies immediately f
below the aemward current, with itt cre at 100 m depth. Information is rather

spuns on deep crculation.

- Gapd Current: Current meter, have recorded veloc'ties of up to 25 cm

s8- at depths between 30 and 100 m [Gregoly et al., 19891.

- Strait of Belle Isle: The deep flow follows the same pattern as the surface

dew and is driven mostly by se level differences remstIing from meteorological

forcing. The bottom currents are costaat across the strait, but are significantly

weakr and lens variable than the surface currents [Garrett and Petrie, 1981].

Currents meter records indicate a flow predominantly into the gulf at depths

greawr than 35 m [Petrie and Warnell, 1988].

The deep dcrculation over aost of the Sootian Shelf is weak and variable.

There is an upwelling irculation off Cape Sable with a mean onshore current

of 2 an s-I [Smith, 19831.

- aova Scotia Current: Fhe Nova Scotia Current maintains a constant

direetion with depth and can reach a maximum speed of 20 cm s-. In general,
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the longs currents tend to dearease with depth, but they have also been

observed to be nealy uniform through the water column (Anderson and Smith,

- Southwest circulation: There is a deep inflow of slope water through the

Noth west Channel which is at a maximum in late summer. The speed of this

inflow is about 10 cn s-1 at 100 m decreasing to about 3 cm s-1 toward the

bottom. An outflow current has also been recorded at depths of 100 and 150

m, on the southwest ide of the channel with magnitudes of 7 and 2 cm &-I

respectively (Smith, 19831.

- Labrador Current (Ins hore): The Labrador Current has been measured

at up to 30 can 5 in the Flemish Pan and along the east slope of the Grand

Banks at depths greater than 50 m (Petrie and Warnell, IQ88j. A current

parallel to the isobaths with speeds o046 an s-' and 18 cma-s' at 110 m and

380 m respectivei is also present. Part of this current flows around the Tai

of the Banks, where it sinks below 50 in, under the eastward Slope Current. It

then flows aOong the slope and into the Laurentian Channel penetrating into

the Gulf of St. Lawrence at a speed of 15 to 25 cm s-1 [Petrie and Anderson,

1983).

- Labrador Current (Offshore): Bottom cirulation inferred from sea-bed

driftr data indicates a south-southwest motion through Avalon Channel and

to the southeast. Once through the Avalon Channel, the flow is either along

the coat reaching into Fortune Bay or through Haddock Channel and then

westwad along the shelf break [Petrie and Anderson, 1983M.

- Grand Banks: Over the broad expanses of the Grand Banks, near-bottom

currents tend to be greatly influenced by the topographic variation of the shelf.
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-•,if Partial Tide Symbol Period

ipal lunar M2  12.42
1- ipai 901&r 52 12.00
.r lunar ewptic N2  12.66

Div vmnJ emponenta:
Lwaisolar diurnal K/ 23.93
Prindpal lunar diurnal 0t 25,82

Table 4.1: Principal tidal harmonic components (From Knauss, 1978).

The flow is relatively weak (2 to 10 cm a-') and highly vriable, although

generally towards the south. Over shallow area, currents show an esentially

consistent circulation pattern with depth. Bottom currents are usually less than

4 cm a- [Mobil Oil, 1984).

4.2.3 Tidal Currents

The tidal circulation can be quite significant. For example, in the vicinity of

Cape Sable, the M2 tidal circulation is roughly five to ten times larger than the

mean circulstiox! [Smith, 1983]. Table 4.1 lists the tidal harmonic components

that hrve a noticeable efect on the circulation in the study area. Figure 4.17

shows the progression of the main tidal component (lunar semi-diunal M2) in

the study area. A description of the main circulation features associated with

the tidal forcing follows.

Gulf of St. Lawrence

In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the tide prqopgaes as a Kelvin wave, i.e.

as a very low frequency wave rotating about a nodal point (amphidrome) like

the spokes of a wheel. The amphidrozce isa locr.iion of zero rise and fall with

cotidal lines (points of equal phase at any instant) ramiating from it and rotating

in anti-clockwise direction [Pond and Pickard, 19WWI. The tidal waves found in

the gulf are a combinatiou of the tidal waves found in the adjacent open ocean
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and the waves induced by friction between the tides and freshwater output. The

most important constituent, the semi-diumal lunar (M2) dominates the other

semi-diurnal components by a factor of 3 to 1 and the diurnal components by

factors of 7 to 1 or more. Using M3 to obtain a rough picture of the effect of

tides in the g4, it i noted that an amphidrocic point is located just west of

Magdalen Island [Godin, 19791. The amplitude of the M2 component is small

over the Magdalen Shallows and increases radially east and north. The largest

amplitudes are found in the St. Lawrence Estuary. Due to the decreasing cross-

section, the range of the semi-diurnal tide progressively increases from 2.5 m at

Sept-Iles to a value of 4.0 m at Tadoussac [U-Sabh, 19791. As a result, surface

tidal currents near the mouth of the Saguenay are very strong with peak speeds

reaching 300 an sa- during large tides [EI-Sabh, I1 751. I
In the estuary, the currents induced by MAl are mostly in the longitudinal

sense, with the exception of a tranaverse current that reaches 70 cm a-' at the

mouth of the Saguenay River. The tidal currents are on the order of 100 cm

S-1 on the north shore west of the Saquensy, and reduce to 50 an s-' on the

south side. East of the Sagueay mmou h, the longitudinAl tidal current is on

the order of 25 cm s-" (E-Sabh et &L, 19791.

IScotian Shelf

Figure 4.18 shows the tidal current variability based on a model simulat.on.

The model resA., are in good aereement with the observations made on the

Scotian Shelf. The main axes of the tidal ellipse are depicted. It can be seen

that strong tidal currents exist off southwest Nova Scotia with a peak magnitude

of almost 200 cm a-' in the east-west direction off Cape Sable and gradually

shifts to an almost north-south direction over Georges Bank. Tidal currents of

about 25 cm sa- with no dominant iods are found over Sable Island Bank and

Banquereau [Gregory, 1988].
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TIDRL CURRENT VARIABILITY (IOOEL)
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Figure 4.18: Tidal Current Variability on the Scotian Shelf from a numerical
model simulation (From Gregory, 1988)

Grand Banks

Petrie 119821 hbs shown that the tides are an important part of the cirula.-

tion in the Grand Banks area, since they account for 51% of the kinetic energy

for periods longer than 12 h. The principal constituents, M 2 , S2 , N2 , K, and

01, accounted for 93% of the variance in sea-level elevation. The tide appears

to propagate from north to south. The largest constituent, M , has amplitudes

of about 0.30 m and tends to increase at locations near the shore. S, and NZ

behave similarly but have smaller amplitudes of about 0.10 and 0.07 in respec-

tively [Petrie et al.,19871. Currents resulting frown the tiaes have been estimated

to have a maximum speed of 28 cm s-1 at adepth of 25 in, 18 cm sa- at 50 im

and 15 cm sn • at 80 m in the Hibernia area [Mobil Oil, 1984].

I.
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4.3 Sea Surface Temperature

4.3.1 Regional Description

The sea surface temperature regime of the east coast of Canada is domi-
nated by the cold inflow from the Labrador Current. The other major factors

infhuencing sea murface temperature are the seasonal variation of solar radiation
and the immense heat capacity of water. The resulting slow heating and cooling

ame responsible for the late occurrence of the summer maximum and the winter

minimum of sea surface temperature. The southern area is also affected by the

Gulf Stream which flows along the periphery of the Scotian Shelf and Grand
Banks. Meanders in the Gulf Stream and the warm eddies that are shed, occa-
sionally bring much warmer water onto the Scotian Shelf and southern Grand

Banks. The presence of sea ice also has an effect since the surrounding water

remains at the freemng poizt of sea water. -1.8"C. When the ice melts, it in-
troduces a continuous supply of cold water which delays the warming of the
waters until the ice in gone.

4.3.2 Data Products

Statistics

Statistics for the sea surdace temperature are shown in Figure 4,19. The

data are from subareas representative of the three main areas under study

Contour charts

Mean sea surface temperature and its standard deviation in degrees Celsius
are displayed on the contour charts shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21.
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Figure 4.20: Sea surface temperature for January, March and May. Contours
show mean temperature and standard deviation. (After Mortsdi et al., 198s)
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4.4 Water Masses and Fronts

4.4.1 Water Mass Distributions

Water masses ane parcels of water tht can be recognized by characte-istic

values of some of their physical properties, in particular temperature and salin-

ity. Ocean Feature Analysis (OFA) is used here to illustrate the distribution of

these water masses and their seasonal migrations.

Water masses are labelled using the ICAPS water masn classification. Under

this designation system, the water mases found in the area under study are

the following- (from the coldest to the warmest)

" Labrador Current (LC)

"* Cold Shelf (CSH)

" Labrador Sea (LS)

"* Shelf (SH)

"* Slope (SL)

e Transition (TRS) (Between Labrador Sea and Gulf Stream water)

"* Warm Eddy (WE)

The water mass distribution identified by OFA reveals the following pattern:

Gulf of St. Lawrence: Cold Shelf Water entirely occupies the gulf most of

the year, except at the end of the summer when it recedes gradually northwards

a• the Shelf Water moves in. A tongue of Labrador Current Water which enters

through the Strait of Belle Isle and extends into the Esquiman Channel is also

a common feature throughout the year.

In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, there is good evidence to suggest that increases

in temperature are associated with decreases in salinity and decreases in tem-

perature with increases in salinity. This follows from a correlation showing, that

high runoff years are associated with high temperature years and that m;.wnum
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salinty on the Magdalen Shallows varies inversely with the estimated April to

June runof from the St. Lawrence watershed.

The fiesh water fromn the St. Lawrence mome seaward and mixe. with sea

water to form a low salinty surface layer in the southwestern portion of the

Gulf of St. Lawrence, stretching from the St. Lawrence Estuary to Cabot

Strait (Sutcliffe et aL, 19761. This layer eventually Hlows out through Cabot

Strait and is the maior contributor to the total outflow. The magnitude of the

oUtfiQW is sufficient to Vcplace Most at the volume of water on the Contiwnetal

Shelf between the Laurentiara Channel and Cape Cod each year.

Scotiana She1E The Scotian Shelf is roinpletely covered by Cni %helj Water

during the winter. During spring, warmer Shelf Water gradually ercrocaches

onto the continent shelf and at times, tongues .3f Slope Water and Warm

Eddies ieacia the edge of the shelL Shelf Water eventually covers the entire

Phelf area by the end of the summer. During the fall, the reverse process takces

place- Cold Shelf Water gradually extends from the coast towards the shelf

and the Shelf Water may be reduced to a narrow band that allows Slope and

Warm Eddy Waters to reach the shelf. Occasionally (mostly during spring

and summer) these Gulf Stream finp which impinge on the sinelf edge cause

anoMAOUlosy warml, salty water to be prerent at the surface [Anderson and

Smith, 19881.

Water properties; The water which overlies the shelf is comprised of mix-

tures of water of vanuris sources:

* surface water Bowing from the Gulf of St. Lawrence through the western
aid. of Cabot Strait;

* sur~ae Slope Water-,

a intermediate Slope Water (100 - 150 in);

* subsurface water (100-150 mn ) in the Cabot Strait, possibly of Labrador
Current oriin

* deeper slope water (200300 mn).
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coastal surface water. Thus, isopycnal surfaces generally shoal in the offshore
direction over the entire section as seen in Figure 4.22, which is dynamically

consistent with a southwestward, geostrophic, surface-intensilied coastal cur-
rent. Lower salinities are obftnved in winter (December) in the inshore zone as
compared to the spring (April) conditions which reflect the recent passage of
low salinity water from the rulf.

The main oceanic features affecting the water masses of the Scotian Shelf
are the Nova Scotia Current, the Cepe Breton Current, and the Slope Water.

These ame for their part directly affected by the Labrador Current, the Gulf



Stream, and the freshwater discharge from the St. Lawrence River. In addi-
tion, on-site meteorological factors, such as solar heating, wind patterns, cloud

cover, precipitation, and evaporation further modify these waters [Sutcliffe et

al., 19761. Labrador Current Water is found on Banquereau occasionally, but

there is no evidence that it reaches farther south.

Grand Banks: Labrador Current Water can be found throughout the yeer

along the east coast of Newfoundland and as a tongue of water that extends

along the east edge of the Grand Banks. The Flemish Cap is covered with

Labrador Sea Water during the entire year. In winter, Labrador Current Water

gradually covers most of the Grand Banks and extends all the way to the

Laurentian Chanael. At the end of spring, the reverse process takes place.

Cold Shelf Water gradually moves north and east until it occupies the entire

Grand Banks in the fall. Occasionally, Transition Water and Warm Eddies

reach the edge of the southeast portion of the Grand Banks.

4.4.2 Front Location Chart

The main front in the area is associated with the cold Labrador Current

which is bounded to the west by the warmer Shelf Water and to the east by

the warm North Atlantic Current. The current itself is -, 50 km wide [Isenor,

1988] and its position can shift up to 60 kin, as seen in Figure 4.23 which was

constructed Emun satellite imagery.

4.4.3 OFA Charts

OFAs for each month of 1989 are shown in Figures 4.24 to 4.27. These

chart@ do not show average conditions, but the overall pattern of the water mass

distribution and migrtion is fairly representative of what can be expected any

year.
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Figure 4.25: Ocean Feature Analysis for a) April, b) May and c) June. CýOntomjr
show boundaries of the water mAsaes and diilts in squares indicate average sea
surface temnperature (Fro CF IMETOC Centre).
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Figure 4.26: Omean Feature Analysis for a) July, b) August and c) Septemb~er.
Contours abow bouAndaries of the water miasses and digits in squares indicate
average sea surface temperature (Fkoin CF METOC Centre).
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Figure 4.27: Ocean Feature Analysis for a') Octobcr, b) Noveinbfr c) December.

Contours show b~oundaries of the water masies and digits in squa.res indicza±e
average sea murface tempem~turv. (Fromn CF METOC Cenitre).
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4,5 Temperature and Salinity Distributions

The area is characterized by a surface layer which has salinities that are
lower than the water beneath and lower than the surface layer waters further

o*Zshorc This low salinity (24 to 32 peu) varies between locations depending

upon the source of fresh water present. The inputs of less saline water tend

to vary seasonally as well as for a given location. Salinity reaches about 34

psu below 200 m and is relatively constant throughout the area throughout the

year.

Surface temperature fluctuations are typical for aea at this latitude. Max-

m xsurface temperature occurs at the end of the summer (September) and

min;mum at the end of the winter (March).

Gulf of St. Tawrence

In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the development of a shallow warm layer is

observed in the summer with the lowest average temperature occurring in the

estuary and the highest in the Magdalen Shallows. Freshening of the near-

surface wateru due to the frehwater runoff of the St. Lawrence River is also

evident, particularly during the spring in the estuary where the salinity de-

ceames to less than 24 peu (Figures 4.28 and 4.29). The freshening process

generally occurs later in the sesward direction. For example, it occurs in late

August or September in Cabot Stiait (Fig 4.30). The coldest surface water in

the estuary is due to enhanced upwelling and vertical mixing of cooler, deeper

waters (Petrie, 19M0]. At 50 m, the temperatures are generally less than ?C

zost of the year. Below 50 m, the temperature rises to 2 - 3"C at 150 m due

to the influence of Slope Water from the Atlantic Ocean which enters the glf

through Cabot Strait. It can be recognized by the higher salinities which exhibit

more oceanic" cLaracteriatics (a 34 psu) below 150 m. Salinity as well an tem.

perature, show small changes either spatialy or temporally at greater depths,

The characteristic flow patteru through Cabot Strait is also apparent from the
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bd)M N (tm, Petrie, 19W0).

lower salinity of the wae above 75 m on the west side (outflow) compared to
the eaAst•ide (inaow into the gul). $i•m'ly the circ-ulaton at the entrance of

the estuary is marked by lower salinity an the Routh shore associated with the

Gaspk Current (Figure 4.31).

Scotian Shelf

noes of the freshwater outflow from the St. Lawr nce can be observed in

the surface layer of the Scotian Sbe]f" Water in the form of & pulse of minimumn
salinity (-- 30.5 pau) in the fall am (=om eFtgures 4.33 and 4.34. The Positive

alnity gsadient with depth in thereor not as strong s it in in the gulf and it

oe.x.ts while the seasonal therumclie is well developed. Theref'ore its effect on
the sound speed pro fle and the progpu) tion pathe is not significant. Tne low

salituay umrfare lay loergely ext y a approximately to the 2000 ao icobath on

the slope where a sinuous front i epfsateri the fonn oa p the warmer
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Figw= 4.29: Time-depth distribution of the monthly mean temperature and
salinity fat the St. Lawrence Eintuury (From Petrie, 1990).
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Figure 4.31: Monthly variation of the surface salinity and temperature in the
a) St. Lawrence Estuary and h) Cabot Strait (From El-Sabh, 1975).

and more sal;n (> 34 pau) oceanic water offhore (Fig. 4.32).

The maximum temperature of the surfsce layer is reached in late summer.

The highest temperatures occur over the slope area in July. The high temper-

atures gradualy extend to the middle section of the shelf (Sable Island area)

and finally reach the northeast portion of the shore by September. The cold

middle layer found in. the gulf is not present on the shelf. In the basins, the

deep water remains at spproorimately 8"C.

Grand Banks

. The waters over the Grand Banks are similar to those found to the north on

[ the Labrador Shelf where these waters moetly originate. The salinity usually

S~reaches a low of -, 31.5 - 32 psu in early W• coincident with a pulse of low
A~ saliity water assocated with the sp~ring rurnoff from Hudson Bay which moves

graually down the Labrador coast (Figure 4.35). While lower than in the op-en

ocean, the salinity over the Grand Banks areas is however higher" than that on

the Scotian Shelf and in the gulf. Salinity graudually increase in an offshore

direction. Temperatures range frorm the freezing point in winter (-1.8" C) to
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Figure 4.32: Mean surface salinity for the Scotian Shelf in February, May,
August mad November (From Drinkwater and Trites, 1987).

I - b)

Figure 4.33: Tmne-depth distribution of the mwonthly mesa a) temperature and
b) salinity for Emerald Basin (From Driakwater and Tntes, 1987).
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figure 4.34: Time-depth distribution of the monthly mean a) temperature and
b) aiinity for the Banquerean Bank (From Drinkwater and Trites, 1987).

highs of 12? C in summer. A sessmona thermocline builds up in the summer

with the strongest gradients of tempertuwe found over the southern part of the
Grand Banks and St. Pierre Bank.

The bottom water is a higher slinity water which has moved onto the shelf

from oahore. It has an sverage salinity of about 33 psu and temper tures

arund 3' C with the occasional intrusion of warmer and more saline water

over the southern Grand Banks (8" C and 34.5 psu) from the North Atlantic

Current.

4.5.1 Temperature Profiles

Typical temperature profiles for six months of the year fcr the most rep.

resentative subareas of the region under study (Figure 4.36) are included in

Figures 4.37 to 4.87. The graphs contain profles oC the mean values and the

vaiues at plus or minus one standard deviation from the mean.

4.5.2 Saluizty Profiles

Salinity profilts for typica winter and summer conditions for the subareas

of the region under study are included in Figures 4.37 to 4.87. The profiles
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Figure 4.35: Time-depth distribution~ of the monthly mean temiperture and
salinity for the Avalon, Channel (Frotn Drinkwater and Trites, 1984).

include a plot of the mean values and the values at one standard deviation from

the mesg

4.5.3 GIS Data

The complete temperature and salinity data set for all areas shown in Figure

4.36for the12 months of the year has been included in the GISdata base. Any

profiles can thus be viewed or printed an required.

4.6 Sound Speed Profiles

The sound speed profile, at all locations show. large changes between sea-

sons. This is due to the formation in summer of a strong thermocline at a depth

o( 2"4 m which results in the formation of a surface duct that practically iso-

late. the bottom laym from the surface. In the winter, a strong positive speed

gradiomt exists in most areas which results from the surfa~ce cooling and the

crosion, of the thermocline.

Sound speed profiles are computed using Leroy's equation 119691 for each

area using the available temperature and salinity. Figures 4.37 to 4.87 show
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the .'ewulting proiles for six months of the year for the most representative

areas.

It should be noted that the spread about the mean shown is not a valid

statistical quantity, since it is computed from values of temperature and salinity

"at plus or minus one standard deviation. However, the kmest salinity will

, :mnot necessarily occur when the lowest temperature is obaerved and vice versa.

Nevertheless, since the fluctuations of the temperAture about the mean ame by

far the dominant factor which causes fluctuations in the sound spred about its

mean and since in most cames, the variations in tallnity are small, the curves

obtained wre judged acceptable to give an indication of the spread in soizd

speed values that could be observed.

4.6.1 GIS Data

- -The complete sound speed data set for all areas shown in Figre 4.36 for

the 12 months of the year has been included in the GIS database. Any profiles

* ,can thus be viewed or printed as required.
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Chapter 5

Biological Activity

5.1 Commercial Fish Species F' -ibution

The ar•a uider investigation contains some very nrch fh= grounds. Nu-

erow coaunerom flash species are found in large quantities.

5.1.1 Fisheries Statistics

The statistics for tbo fisheries of this area are regrouped geo•grphically in

the statistical division of the North Atlantic Fisheries Organzation i NAFO1

shown in Figure 5.1. The mal comn-rercial species are listed in Table 5, 1 hasi2

on the no-inal catches averaged for the years 1980 to 1984 - the projr ctru

Total Allowable Catch (TAC) averaged for 1987 to I' ,. Further description

of each stock and its imporlance is given io T-*Aes 5.2 to 5.5.

5.1.2 Fishing Area Maps

The maps in Figures 5.2 and 5.4 ( Ground~fnh) , Figtre 5.6 (Flattish),

Figure 5.9 (Pelagic species), and Figure 5.10: (Shellfish), sh.w the distribution

of the main Canadian Atlantic commercial fishery species.'i ,hing areas, gen-

eral distribution, as well as known key fishing areas and spawning areas we

identified.
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Span"e Mam C~schu Madsen TAG Ch ur~rerncei in FulieryS' t.•180,.1980 1987~f$"-109S.. Ins•.e Offsh.,

('WO,,m,) ('000ow) I

S~Groundfish:
Cod 598 65 Yes Yea
Redfis 97 160 No Yes
Silver Hake to lL^3 yes ye*
Poilock 56 42 Yes Yes
Haddock 51 23 Yet Yes

,Herring 20 232 Yes No
4&Cbmti 40 351 yes No

Capelice 54 ye, No

Flatfish:
all (5species) 107 210 Yee Nee
Yellowwa 20 15 No IYes
Place 59 5.5 No Ye,
Halibut 28 Yes Yes

•.. ,Shelli~sh.

Lobster 34 Yes No
Sncp Crab 35 Yes No
Sea Scalol 70 Yes Yes

Table 5.1: ('ommercial fish .-pecies. Mean catches 1980-1986, mefban TAC
1987-1993. (Frwm D. Rivard et &I., 1988).
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Semgmal fisheries actvity for the main courmmrcial spei of the Grand

Banks comp•ied by Mobil Oil [1984] from the available Fi-henes and Ocean

"data ha been included as follows:

e Figure 5.3: Cod

e F'P7Jre 5.5: Red&ih

o Figure 5.7: American Plaice

* Figure 5.8: Yellow Tail
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5.2 Marine Mammals
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Chapter 6

Commercia Activity
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Chapter 7

Acoustics
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